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pmMDA Free Download is an MDA framework that is based on Velocity. It provides a set of MDA code generation features
and a set of MDA generators. Both the features and generators are based on Velocity. The goal of pmMDA is to provide MDA
tools to build MDA code for Java and.NET client/server applications. Requirements ------------ pmMDA is only a client/server
framework. Its clients are running on the desktop. Its servers run on the web or are a part of the client server application. In both
cases pmMDA is relying on Velocity. Prerequisites ------------- To use pmMDA, you need * a Velocity engine (or the
alternatives in pmMDA) * an MDA framework (pmMDA) * some tools to create clients and servers, because pmMDA clients
are purely Java or.NET clients and servers are a part of the Java/.NET application * any IDE or text editor * some knowledge of
UML/Class diagrams Please see the INSTALL file for details about the installation and the usage of pmMDA. Usage ------ For
client/server development using pmMDA. Please refer to the INSTALL file. 1. Field of the Invention The present invention
relates to a small-size camera which is provided with a video-recording/reproducing apparatus and a digital recording apparatus
that are in a built-in state, and more specifically, to a small-size camera that permits a user to readily operate the entire camera
and record a still image and a moving image. 2. Description of the Related Art Conventionally, there has been a small-size
camera which is provided with a video-recording/reproducing apparatus, such as a digital still camera and a digital video
camera, which is contained in a housing and operable as a camera, as well as a digital recording apparatus which is in a built-in
state and which records a still image, a moving image, or the like. For example, there is a small-size camera which has a cam-
recording system as a digital recording system. In this type of small-size camera, a housing has a built-in digital recording
apparatus, such as a solid state disk (a small-size magnetic disk), which is rotatable. With the solid state disk in a rotating state,
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pmMDA uses multiple Velocity templates to design the code for client and server applications. The client/server templates
contain domain specific information in Java classes (for example it contains a way to link Java classes and static methods). The
package "pmMDA.client" contains the runtime support files for building client applications. The package "pmMDA.server"
contains the runtime support files for building server applications. pmMDA generates MDA based code for Java and.NET.
pmMDA supports the design of Java and.NET server applications. pmMDA supports the design of Java and.NET client
applications. PMDA has multiple API's for building client and server applications. For a detailed list of pmMDA API's, check
the API section below. AUTHOR & COPYRIGHT pmMDA is written by Chris Kirchhoff and Thomas Mueller. Please send us
your comments and ideas! copyright: Copyright (C) 2005-2008 Chris Kirchhoff and Thomas Mueller. pmMDA is free software;
you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software
Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. pmMDA is distributed in the hope that it will
be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of
the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place,
Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA PUBLIC REPOSITORY pmMDA is available at a public Maven repository. PUBLIC
MANIFEST DOCUMENTATION Documentation is available from the

What's New In?

pmMDA is part of the PMD Studio Platform. It provides powerful and usable code generators for both simple and complex
applications. Its usability is greatly enhanced by a set of ready-to-use templates for generating various types of client/server
applications. The project pmMDA supports any type of development tool: Eclipse (with Java EE), Netbeans, Windows IDE.
The generated code is available in languages for multiple target frameworks:.NET, J2EE, J2ME and UML models. Application
templates are available for.NET, J2EE and UML models. It is based on the Eclipse Java Generated Code of pmIDE (formerly
pmIDE2). pmMDA Features: Code generators for complex applications The PMD Studio design allows the user to view the
whole application diagram and code generators are realized with high quality. In the toolset both drag and drop and a code editor
exists. Code generation for complex applications A powerful code generator is at your disposal. For non-trivial projects it is
required to manipulate meta data which is not easy. pmMDA guarantees the generated code is valid according to the PMD
Studio rules. UDM Generation and Java Management Model The code generators are based on UDM generation and the
produced code is XMI compliant. Run-time Environment The generated code does not need an additional run-time environment
like PEAR, Zend or other. pmMDA fully supports all supported run-time environments. Diagram pmMDA is an integrated part
of the PMD Studio Platform (formerly called pmIDE2). The PMD Studio design allows to easily edit the code generators. In the
design mode all existing code generators are displayed in a tree view. The tree view allows you to easily find the right generator
according to the use case you need. The designer provides additional functionality to preview the diagram, e.g. it allows you to
easily find the code generator with the diagram you need. Target frameworks All pmMDA products are based on the Eclipse
Java Generated Code. It allows you to generate code for multiple target frameworks. The pmMDA products can be used to
develop Java client and server applications. The generated code is available for different target frameworks:.NET, J2EE and
J2ME. The generation of code is based on the DHTML 2 specifications. pmMDA Products: pmMDA Tool The tool provides
the project oriented code generator, the code templates and the generated code for any target framework. pmMDA Studio for
Java Management Model The tool provides the user interface for the Java Management Model. pmMDA Studio for.NET
Management Model The tool provides the user interface for the.NET Management Model. pmMDA
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Win 2000, Win ME, Win 98, Win 95 Processor: Intel Pentium III @ 233 MHz, AMD Athlon 2000 Memory: 256
MB RAM Display: 16x6 + 16x8 font Hard Drive: 3.5 GB free space Keyboard: Microsoft Natural Keyboard Mouse: Microsoft
Natural Mouse Sound Card: Microsoft SoundBlaster Card or compatible Screenshots: As mentioned in the video below, As per
the video the features are: * 3D Modeling of
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